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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental investigation of the characteristic of the compound
cross section springs on models made from polymeric materials (organic glass). Two constructive
variants of the compound spring sections were specified with the help of criteria of similarity. The
criterion of similarity of natural and model springs was determined by the simulation method at
particular spring deflection. The problem of simulation was brought to accurate determination of the
magnitudes that characterize the physical and mechanical properties of materials for natural and model
springs. It was experimentally proved that the use of the proposed new type of springs significantly
increases the spring stiffness.
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proposed model was simulated and experimentally
investigated.
Simulation, including of model construction,
studying its properties under a given conditions and
transfer the obtained informations to the investigated
object, permits to accelerate the solutions of the
optimistic and economic-technical problems for
selecting constructions and experimental results
processing.

INTRODUCTION
The springs area very common and important
elements in many machine and vehicles. These bodies
can exhibit flexibility to the degree the designer seeks.
The springs allow controlled application of force or
torque; the storing and release of energy can be another
purpose[1].
In general, springs may be classified as wire, flat,
or special-shaped springs and there are variations
within these divisions.
Because of machinery's value to designers, springs
have been intensively studied, moreover, they are massproduced and ingenious configurations have been found
for a variety of desired applications.
At the last decades, Wahl[2] analyzed the
propagation of extensional waves along the axis of a
helical spring.
Jiant et al.[3, 4] obtained non-linear equations of
motion and form them linearized equations for the
vibration of a spring. They studied the coupling
between axial and torsional motion. Yildirim[5]
concentrated on determining the natural frequencies for
arbitrarily shaped springs. Paper[6] presented an
efficient method for calculating the dynamic stiffness of
a helical coil spring.
Das et al.[7] investigated the premature failure of
suspension coil spring of a passenger car which failed
within few months after being put into service.
A new type rectangular suspension helical spring
for rally cars was contrived by the authors of
reference[7]. It was found that the control stability can
be kept well while absorbing impact from the road.
This paper presents a new type of helical spring
that leads to significant increase in spring stiffness. The
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Procedures of model experiments: At present, under
investigation of complex constructions that work on the
range of elastic deformations, the models made from
polymeric materials are wider used. The advantages of
the indicated method at investigation are[8]: the
possibility of realization of models for particularly
significant constructions (including compound with
accurate reproduced forms, power loads, junction and
rigidity conditions); small modulus of the material
elasticity that permits to obtain deformations in the
model (under small loads) which are sufficient for its
measurement with the help of tensor transmitter; the
simplicity of models realization and ease of insertion
changes for comparing alternate versions of the
constructions; non-essential differences in Poisson's
ratio: for steel – 0.28 and for model loaded at room
temperature – 0.35.
In spite of similarity of methods used in different
domains, the simulation didn’t become independent
scientific discipline and needs the application of
common methods in union with the theoretical bases of
the investigated phenomena that permit to determine
the permissible utilization limits of the method[8]. It is
known from the simulation theory that the conditions,
which should be fulfilled in trials with models, are
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based on theory of dimensionality and similarity that
have the following principal aspects:
1. The similar phenomena have an individual
criterion of similarity
2. The relationships in model experiment do not lie
between individual quantities that characterize the
phenomenon, but between complex quantities
which represent themselves as a criteria of
similarity.
3. The similar phenomena for which the conditions of
synonymicity are similar.
Hence, the simulation theory decides at which
requirements the model should be responsible so that
the processes occur in the model which were similar to
processes that run in the natural (true) construction.
Taking into account the stated above, we find out
the basic criteria equations during investigation of
springs on models made from polymeric materials.
The deflection of the cylindrical spiral spring with
circular cross section of its turns can be sufficiently
fully described by the following equation[1,9]:
8FD3 N a
(1)
y=
Gd 4
Where y- is the deflection
F- is the load
D- is the mean diameter of the spring
Na – is the number of active turns
G – is the shear modulus of the spring material
d- is the diameter of the spring wire
Two equations differ only by its indices can be
written for the natural spring and its model as follows:
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Fig. 1: The natural plain cylindrical spiral spring

Fig. 2: Photographic illustration of turn of model
spring with compound section

(2)

F
(7)
y
Leading-in the corresponding scale transformations
and taking into account Eqs. (4) and (6), we obtain the
criterion of similarity for the stiffness:
(8)
k 0 = e0 n
The magnitude of the internal relative coefficient
of friction in the construction of the compound spring
equals:
F
ϕfr = fr ; Ffr = µk t ∆y ;
Fy
k=

(3)

Further, we lead-in the following scale
transformations:
FN
G
D
d
= F0 ; N = e0 ; N = N = n
(4)
FM
GM
DM dM
where
F0, e0 – are the constants of similarity of load and
modulus of elasticity, respectively.
n- is the constant of geometrical similarity or scale of
simulation.
On the basis of the first theorem of similarity we obtain
the condition for similarity of natures and models:
yN
(5)
=n
yM
By dividing Eq. (2) to Eq. (3) and placing Eqs. (4)(5), we obtain the first criterion of similarity:
F0 = e0 n 2
(6)
It is well known that the spring stiffness is
determined by the following relationship:

Fy = k s ∆y = ( k t + k c ) ∆y ; ϕfr =

µk t
k t + kc

(9)

where
Ffr - is the friction force of the compound spring
Fy- is the elastic force of the compound spring
µ- is the coefficient of friction between the surfaces of
chute and insert
kt- is the stiffness of tubular element in compound
spring
∆y- is the maximum deflection of the spring
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Table 1: Determination of similarity constant
Power or force
Natural spring, N′a=3.5
parameters

Natural spring
N′′a=1.5

N a'
= 23
N a"

Model-copy of natural spring,
Na=1.4

Criteria of similarity

0.487

F0=51.3

F, kN

10

F"= F '

y, mm
k, N/mm

25
400

25
1000

25
19.48

n=1
e0=51.3

-

-

-

ϕ0=0.394

ϕ fr

Note: the criterion of similarity ϕ0 was determined at model investigation of leaf spring
Table 2: The geometrical parameters of the model and natural springs
Variant of
Spring
No of
Mean
Dimensions of turn section, mm
construction
active
diameter of
Diameter
Wall
Internal
turns
spring,
of solid
thickness
radius of
Na
Do (mm)
wire, d
chute
1

Ι
ΙΙ

2
Natural
Copy-model
compound
-"-

3
3.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

4
170
170
170
170

5
30
30
-

6
4
6

ks- is the stiffness of compound cylindrical spring
kc- is the stiffness of the insert.
Leading-in the constant of similarity µ 0 =

ι

M

MPa

µN
, we
µM

10

Restrictive
insertion of
section
deformation
8
14x3
20x16

7
14/22
20

Spring
material

9
Spring steel
organic glass
-"-"-

FM
N

FN
kN

ι

N

MPa

25

500

20

400

15

300

10

200

5

100

500
4

obtain from Eq. (9):

1

(10)
As seen from the system of criteria Eqs. (6), (8)
and (10), the problem of simulation is brought to
accurate determination of the values that characterize
the physico-mechanical properties of materials for
natural and model springs.

ϕ0 = µ0

8

400

6

300

4

200

2

100

3

6

Manufacturing of models and determination of
criteria of similarity: The material used for
manufacturing the copy-model and compound springs
was organic glass with sheet thickness ranged from 4 to
6 mm and has the modulus of elasticity equals E =
2÷5×103 MPa.
For determination the constants of similarity, the
follows were studied:
* Natural plain cylindrical spiral spring (Fig. 1)
* Copy-model of the natural cylindrical spring for
which the geometrical parameters are stated in
Table 1.
The experimental values of the power parameters
for both natural and model springs are stated in Table 1.
The criterions of similarity determined by the
simulation method at 25 mm deflection are also
presented.
Once the constants of similarity were defined, the
different constructive variants of the compound spring
sections were specified. The parameters of those
springs are presented in Table 2.
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Fig. 3: Combined characteristics of models and
natural type of springs: y=ƒ(F): 1- for natural
spring (model), 2- for compound spring of
variant Ι, 3- for compound spring of variant ΙΙ,
τ=ƒ(y): 4- for natural spring (model), 5- for
compound spring of variant Ι, 6- for compound
spring of variant ΙΙ
The development of spring construction was
carried out in the direction of improving its damping
capacity. In this connection, two variants of compound
springs (Fig. 2) with different wall thickness were
developed. In those springs, a part of its turns are
enveloped by slitted ring for which the contact with the
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spiral spring is guaranteed by a dish-type springs. By
means of inclined slit in the ring, in which a finger
contained in, two degrees of freedom with respect to the
spring-ring movement are ensured and this increases
the damping efficiency.

*
*

The model investigation of elastically dissipative and
strength properties of the complex (compound)
sectional springs. Analysis of experimental results:
Determination the experimental power characteristics
of the models was carried out on special supports of
cylindrical shape with screw type flange (projection)
that serve as support for the end section of the model
turns. For defining the stressed state on the model
surface a resistance strain gauge with the output
recorded on an oscilloscope was used. The
measurement of the stress was carried simultaneously
with the power characteristics of the model.
From the compatibility of the model power
characteristics and natural spiral springs presented in
Fig. 3, the followings are obvious: the stiffness of the
complex sectional spring (variant Ι) made without
J
damping element at the ratio s = 0.1 (where J s , J t are
Jt
the moments of inertia for the cross sectional areas of
compound and tubular springs, respectively),
constituted 10% of the stiffness of the cylindrical spring
with circular section of the wire at the same value of
J
D0. An increase in the ratio s up to 2 (variant ΙΙ)
Jt
causes an increase in spring stiffness up to 75% by
comparing it with the traditional type spring.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the relative internal
friction ( ϕfr ) in the investigated constructions was also

*

problems for selecting constructions and
experimental results processing.
Polymeric materials have good characteristics and
can be successfully used for springs manufacturing.
At the same values of D0, it is possible to use
different variants for constructing compound
springs.
The proposed constructions of compound springs
made from organic glass significantly increase the
stiffness of the spring and ensure an effective
damping of locomotive underframe vibration.
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studied. The coefficient ( ϕfr ) was equaled to 0.049 and
0.041 in variants Ι and ΙΙ respectively.
According to the recommendations stated in[10], for
ensuring an effective damping of locomotive
underframe vibration, it is necessary that the value of
the relative friction in the suspension system lies in the
range of ( ϕfr =0.03 to 0.08). This condition strongly
satisfied in constructions of variants Ι and ΙΙ. In those
constructions the value of ϕfr , without the effect of
rubber elements activity, lies in the mentioned interval.
Thus, the arrangement of these constructions in the
suspension systems of transport facilities permits to
refuse the use of special extinguishing means.
CONCLUSION
Characteristics of the present study exist in the
following structure:
* The simulation method successfully accelerates the
solutions of the optimistic and economic-technical
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